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of consumers believe that every 

brand has a responsibility to get 

involved in at least one social issue that 

does not directly impact its business

“

”

The most important thing that 

the average person can do is to 

use their money to be their 

voice. - Millennial Female

-2019 Edelman Trust Barometer





Nearly

have lost work and 

income in 2020

Americans 

facing food 

insecurity in 2020 

(increase from 1 in 

7)

Nearly 

with 

young kids say their 

children are not 

getting enough to 

eat 

NY Department of Labor Feeding America
Brookings Institution COVID Impact Survey

and The Hamilton Project



;

“

”
- Tijjani Muhammad-Bande, President of the United Nations General 

Assembly







of consumers 

believe brands could do 

more

of consumers can 

identify a sustainable product

(-3pts since 2008)

’

-Alex Weller, Patagonia

“

”



THEN NOW



’



in 16 months

Yr 2 growth

new food brand 

in US in 2019



:

Americans check for on 

nutritional label

consumers looking to 

limit /avoid sugar in diet 

low sugar seekers admit 

they know how to eat 

well, but don’t do it







of launch media on digital

https://app.frame.io/presentations/c0507bf2-6dc1-4404-be92-4c12bb1531a4


‘ ’





Jan 2019

Keto





Rapid response to 2 crises 
facing the US food system : food 

waste and  food insecurity.

Partnership with 
Tom Colicchio to 
help consumers 
reduce food 
waste with smart 
cooking at home.

Massive news 
pick up despite 
‘Covid only’ 
news context.



“I swear I could eat 

TWO GOOD yogurt 

every day for the rest 

of my life.”“I love this yogurt 

more than I love 

some humans.”



“A fine line separates risk, 

resilience, and reward, and all of 

these winners have navigated 

each of these flawlessly,” 

- Ben Macedo, leader of BASES, 

North America.



14:12
AT&
T

thelivdlife Why am I so obsessed with you, I don’t even 

know. Maybe cause you actually taste good, which is 

FREAKING CRAZY. Okay, I’ll off singing. But honestly I was 

so surprised at how good this is because I saw less sugar, 

less carbs and thought... this is gonna suck in the name of 

health. But y’all IT DIDN’T SUCK !! It’s so good. TWO 

GOOD. #seewhatididthere

But also - tell me something you thought was gonna suck 

but then you loved?? Food/movie/song/ whatever!

of people who’ve bought Two Good

WOULD NOT BUY ANY OTHER YOGURT

if Two Good not available 
(vs 4% main competitor)

“
”

The ONLY yogurt I buy because 

it’s that freaking good and good 

for you - Two Good User







Less Sugar     .      Less Waste    .     Less Exploitation



’

’

:

And passionate kindness for 

the people and planet.

Mind-

blowingly 

delicious taste.

Radically simple ingredients.
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’ “ ”

of food produced in the 

US is going to landfills.

If we recover all the food 

that is lost or wasted, we 

would have enough to 

feed all those hungry 

and 4x more

Food production uses 

energy land water
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